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Millenium Run - z=0



 The overall picture 

Millenium Run - z=0

• When and how have the galaxies that we see today formed?
• How efficient was galaxy assembly at different z?



  Stellar mass assembly in context
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FIG. 3.— Top panel: Evolution of the stellar mass function from z = 0
to z = 8 in the best fitting model (colored lines), compared to observations
(points with error bars; for clarity not all data is shown). Bottom panel:
Observational constraints on the cosmic star formation rate (black points),
compared to the best-fit model (red solid line) and the posterior one-sigma
distribution (red shaded region).

I) used in this work.

5. RESULTS

The method presented above results in a posterior distribu-
tion for the set of parameters describing models that match
observed stellar mass functions, specific star formation rates,
and cosmic star formation rates from z = 0 to z = 8. All data
results in this paper are available for download online.4 Our
best-fitting parameters with one-sigma limits are as follows:

Intrinsic Parameters:

! = exp(!4a2)
log10(") =!1.777+0.133

!0.146+ (!0.006+0.113
!0.361(a!1)+ (!0.000+0.003

!0.104)z)! +
!0.119+0.061

!0.012(a!1)
log10(M1) = 11.514+0.053

!0.009+ (!1.793+0.315
!0.330(a!1)+ (!0.251+0.012

!0.125)z)!
#=!1.412+0.020

!0.105+ (0.731+0.344
!0.296(a!1))!

$ = 3.508+0.087
!0.369 + (2.608+2.446

!1.261(a!1)+!0.043+0.958
0.071 z)!

% = 0.316+0.076
!0.012 + (1.319+0.584

!0.505(a!1)+0.279+0.256
!0.081z)!

log10(Mh,ICL) = 12.515+0.050
!0.429+ (!2.503!0.202

!2.078)(a!1)

4 http://www.peterbehroozi.com/data.html
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FIG. 4.— The best fitting model (red line) and posterior one-sigma distri-
bution (red shaded region) for the evolution of the specific star formation rate
from z = 0 to z = 8, compared to observational estimates (black points).

&0.5 = 0.799+0.028
!0.355

Systematic Parameters:

µ=!0.020+0.168
!0.096+0.081+0.078

!0.036(a!1)
'= 0.045+0.110

!0.051 + (!0.155+0.133
!0.133)(a!1)

( = 0.218+0.011
!0.033 +!0.023+0.052

!0.068(a!1)
) = 0.070+0.061+0.017

!0.008(z!0.1)
ci(z) = 0.273+0.103

!0.222(1+ exp(1.077+3.502
!0.099! z))!1

b= 0.823+0.043
!0.629

Our total *2 error for the best-fit model from all sources
(observational and theoretical) is 245. For the number of ob-
servational data points we use (628), the nominal reduced *2

is 0.4. While the true number of degrees of freedom is not

suggests
increasing efficiency in 

galaxy stellar mass 
assembly

3.2 Gyr

Behroozi et al. (2013)

~40% today’s 
stellar mass 

density

✓ was this a steady process?

✓ when did galaxies become 
massive for the first time?

✓ can we trace the building 
blocks of massive galaxies in 
the early Universe?



  The GSMF as cosmological probe of galaxy assembly

✓ star formation

✓ gas consumption

✓ feedback processes

Evolution of the Stellar Mass Function 11

Fig. 3.— (Upper panel) SDSS-GALEX SMF for all (black
squares), quiescent (red diamonds), and star-forming (blue points)
galaxies at z ! 0.1. (Lower panel) Fraction of quiescent galax-
ies as a function of stellar mass. The massive end of the SMF
is overwhelmingly comprised of quiescent galaxies, while below
M " 3 # 1010 M! star-forming galaxies increasingly dominate
the global galaxy population. Quantitatively, the fraction of quies-
cent galaxies ranges from " 25% around " 3# 109 M! to " 95%
around " 3# 1011 M!.

mass, and the vertical error bars indicate the quadrature
sum of the Poisson and sample variance uncertainties in
each stellar mass bin. We tabulate the SMF for each
sample in Table 3. The lower panel of this figure shows
the variation in the fraction of quiescent galaxies with
stellar mass.
Figure 3 conveys several striking (albeit well-known)

results. First, the massive end of the SMF is al-
most entirely comprised of quiescent galaxies, while star-
forming galaxies vastly outnumber quiescent galaxies at
the low-mass end (see, e.g., Blanton & Moustakas 2009,
and references therein). Above ! 2 " 1011 M! more
than ! 90% of galaxies are quiescent, whereas below
! 1010 M! star-forming galaxies outnumber quiescent
galaxies by more than a factor of three. The stellar mass
at which each population begins to outnumber the other
is M ! 3 " 1010 M!, in good agreement with previous
studies (e.g., Bell et al. 2003; Kau!mann et al. 2003b;
Baldry et al. 2004). Integrating the observed distribu-
tions above M = 109 M! yields a total stellar mass
density of 2.36 " 108 M! Mpc"3, of which approxi-
mately 60% resides in quiescent galaxies.37 For com-
parison, Baldry et al. (2004) find that 54%# 60% of the
stellar mass density at z $ 0.1 is in red, early-type galax-
ies, where the precise result depends on the method used
to derive stellar masses.
We compare our results to previously published mea-

37 Note that galaxies with M < 109 M! contribute a negligible
amount to the overall stellar mass budget of the nearby Universe
(see also Brinchmann et al. 2004).

surements of the local SMF in Figure 4, adjusting
where necessary for di!erences in the adopted IMF and
cosmological parameters. We plot the SDSS-GALEX
SMF using filled black squares, and the results from
Cole et al. (2001), Bell et al. (2003), Li & White (2009),
and Baldry et al. (2012) using orange diamonds, red
circles, green triangles, and blue squares, respectively.
Overall, our results agree reasonably well with these
studies, although there are some notable di!erences. The
agreement between our SMF and the recent measure-
ment by Baldry et al. (2012), who analyzed a sample of
! 105 galaxies at z < 0.06 over 143 deg2 with spectro-
scopic redshifts from the SDSS and GAMA (Driver et al.
2011) surveys, is especially good. Unfortunately, the
Baldry et al. (2012) sample included too few galaxies
with stellar masses M ! 3 " 1011 M! for them to reli-
ably measure the massive end of the SMF.
Compared to Li & White (2009), the exponential tail

of our SMF falls o! less steeply, which is somewhat sur-
prising given that they analyzed a comparably large sam-
ple of SDSS galaxies. However, Bernardi et al. (2010)
argue that Li & White likely underestimated the stel-
lar masses of the most massive galaxies in their sample
for two reasons: first, Li & White used Petrosian mag-
nitudes, which are known to underestimate the fluxes of
galaxies with extended surface brightness profiles such as
the spheroidal galaxies that dominate the massive end of
the SMF (see also Blanton et al. 2011); and second, Li
& White derived stellar masses using the standard set
of K-correct basis templates (Blanton & Roweis 2007),
which can underestimate the stellar masses of massive
early-type galaxies dominated by very old stellar popu-
lations (see Bernardi et al. 2010 and Appendix B).
Finally, Figure 4 shows that the SMF measured by

Bell et al. (2003) lies systematically above our SMF at
all stellar masses. Bell et al. constructed their SMF from
a sample of ! 7000 galaxies distributed over ! 400 deg2

Fig. 4.— Comparison of our measurement of the SMF at z ! 0.1
for all galaxies against previous determinations from the litera-
ture, adjusted to our adopted cosmology and IMF where necessary.
Overall, our results agree well with these previous studies, albeit
with some notable di!erences (see Section 5.1).

Moustakas et al. (2013)

z=0

 The GSMF is a powerful statistical tool to study 
the evolution of stellar mass assembly

Many physical processes folded in:

✓ environment

See e.g. Peng et al. (2010)
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UltraVISTA 
(McCracken et al.  2012) 

 A wealth of deep near- and mid-IR surveys 

IR galaxy surveys are necessary to study stellar masses of high-z galaxies

Deep:         Ks~23.7 (5; AB)
Ultra-deep: Ks~25.4 (5; AB)

Several surveys carried out over last decade
w/ different area/depth combinations

Multi-wavelength data essential for 
SED analysis

Y, J, H & Ks + NB118
(see B. Milvang-Jensen’s poster)

H.J. McCracken et al.: first UltraVISTA data release

Fig. 1. Schematic layout of UltraVISTA observations, showing
deep and ultra-deep regions (hatched and filled regions respec-
tively). The data described in this paper correspond to a uniform
coverage in YJHKs of the contiguous region and to NB118 ob-
servations of the ultra-deep stripes.

on the VISTA telescope at Paranal as part of the UltraVISTA
survey program. VIRCAM is a wide-field near-infrared camera
consisting of 16 2048 ⇥ 2048 Raytheon VIRGO HgCdTe arrays
arranged in a sparse-filled array with gaps between each array of
0.90 & 0.425 of a detector in X and Y respectively (Emerson &
Sutherland 2010). The mean pixel scale is 0.34⌥⌥pixel�1 (Dalton
2006).

The sky coverage of the 16 non-contiguous detectors is
called a “pawprint”. A contiguous region of size 1.5⇤ ⇥1.23⇤ can
be covered by means of six pawprints suitably spaced in right
ascension and declination with random 60⌥⌥ jitter o�sets in both
directions (two ⇧ 0.1⇤ bands at the top and bottom of the field
receive half the exposure time).

Specifically, three pawprints with identical RA and with
Dec di�ering by 5.5⌥ = 47.5% of a detector height make up
a set of four stripes (corresponding to the ultra-deep stripes in
UltraVISTA), and another three pawprints shifted by 95% of a
detector width in RA make up another set of stripes, which to-
gether form a contiguous region where most pixels in the result-
ing stack are covered by two of the six pawprints.

Fig. 1 illustrates the layout of UltraVISTA observations
showing the deep survey, which will cover the full survey area,
and the ultra-deep part, which covers half of this area in a series
of ultra-deep stripes. The first season of UltraVISTA data de-
scribed in this paper comprises six contiguous pawprints in four
broad-band filters covering the deep survey area, each with equal
exposure times, and narrow band observations on the ultra-deep
stripes; subsequent observing seasons are expected to concen-
trate exclusively on the ultra-deep stripes.

The observations, carried out in service mode, are specified
by observation blocks (OBs). The characteristics of the OBs
used in UltraVISTA season one are listed in Table 1. Most of
the season one OBs comprise images jittered around the centre
of a single pawprint position, with the jitters being drawn from
a random, uniform distribution over a box of side length 120⌥⌥
(random jitters are necessary because of persistence e�ects in
VIRCAM and are also essential to derive a good sky frame).

The exception to this was the “NB118 three paws” OBs
(Table 1, which comprised images jittered around the centres of
the three pawprints forming the ultra-deep stripes. For OBs con-
taining more than a single pawprint per OB, the nesting (Table 1)
is important, and we did not use the optimal value. These OBs
had a nesting of “FJPME” such that F (filter) is the outermost
loop, and E (expose) is the innermost loop. The important as-
pect here is that the three pawprints (P) (spaced exactly by 5.5⌥
in Dec) are completed before a random jitter (J) is applied. This
means that the faint persistent images (i.e. fake sources that are
memories of a bright star at that x,y position on the detector in
the one or two previous exposures) will be present in the stack at
positions located 5.5⌥ (and 11⌥) away from bright stars in DEC.
We deal with this by masking the persistent images in the in-
dividual NB118 images (see Milvang-Jensen et al., in prep. for
details of the procedure). For the other UltraVISTA OBs, the
faint persistent images are fully removed by the sigma clipping
used in producing the stacks, thanks to the random jitters applied
between each single exposure. The first season of observations
described here comprise around 200 OBs in total. The average
e⇥ciency (calculated as the total exposure time divided by total
execution time these OBs) was 77%.

In light of our experience gained in the season one observa-
tions described here, from season 2 onwards we modified some
of the OBs. For Y , we changed the DIT to 60 sec (with NDIT
= 2), since 30 sec was unnecessarily short; for H, we changed
the DIT to 10 sec (with NDIT = 6), for the same reason. For
NB118, we changed the DIT to 120 sec (with NDIT = 1), since
300 sec was unnecessarily long. We also changed our observa-
tion strategy to jitters centered around a single pawprint per OB,
and changed the total exposure time per OB to 1 hour (corre-
sponding to 30 jittered exposures in an OB).

2.2. Image selection and grading

VIRCAM images are transferred to the Cambridge Astronomy
Survey Unit (CASU)5 for pre-preprocessing and removal of the
instrumental signature. This includes dark subtraction, correc-
tion for rest anomaly, flat-fielding, initial sky-subtraction, de-
striping, non-linearity corrections and gain normalisation(Irwin
2004). CASU subsequently provides these pre-processed images
for each survey, as well as stacks of images from a single OB and
pawprint, comprising typically 30 or 60 images.

For UltraVISTA we start from the individual pre-processed
images, rather than the stacked OB blocks, for a number of rea-
sons: firstly, the OB blocks are combined at CASU at the native
pixel scale of the instrument, which means that in good seeing
conditions (median FWHM ⌅ 0.6⌥⌥) VIRCAM data is under-
sampled. For this reason it is preferable to re-sample these data
at a finer pixel scale; secondly, one of the principal scientific
aims of the UltraVISTA project is to make measurements of dis-
tant (z > 6) and faint (Ks ⌃ 24) galaxies. To do this requires
extremely accurate removal of the sky background for each in-
dividual image; in the version of the CASU pipeline we used, a
single sky background was used for all images coming from a
given OB, and objects were not masked using the deepest pos-
sible mask. Given that the sky background is known to vary on
shorter timescales, this process may lead to a systematic mag-
nitude o�set at faint magnitudes near bright sources. For these
reasons we use an iterative sky-background removal technique

5 http://casu.ast.cam.ac.uk/surveys-projects/vista/
technical/data-processing
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 The CANDELS survey

CANDELS

Grogin et al. (2011)
Koekemoer et al. (2011)

H~27 AB mag - 0.25 sq. deg.  
H~28 AB mag - GOODS fields



 Spitzer surveys

At z>3, mid-IR surveys are necessary to study stellar masses

Spitzer matching data necessary and unique

✓ SCANDELS (PI Fazio) -   50h/pointing

✓ SCOSMOS+SPLASH (PI Sanders/Capak)    
    entire COSMOS field at ~10h/pointing

✓ SMUVS (PI Caputi) - just started!
    1800 h on Spitzer
    three ultra-deep stripes at ~40h/pointing

STRIPE 3STRIPE 2STRIPE 1

C
A
N
D
EL
S

SMUVS (PI Caputi)
Spitzer Exploration Science

SMUVS

benefits from homogeneous data in 
COSMOS



 The GSMF up to z~5 - high-mass end

The assembly rate of massive galaxies proceeded 
much faster at 2<z<5 than at 0<z<2.

Massive galaxy buildup was very efficient over the 
first few billion years!
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Fig. 5. Galaxy stellar mass function up to z = 4 for the full sam-
ple. Each colour corresponds to di!erent redshift bins of vari-
able step size. Fits are shown in the mass range covered by our
dataset. The filled areas correspond to the 68% confidence level
regions, after accounting for Poissonian errors, the cosmic vari-
ance and the uncertainties created during the template fitting pro-
cedure. The open triangles and squares correspond to the local
estimates by Moustakas et al. (2013) and Baldry et al. (2012),
respectively.

A crucial step in our fitting procedure is to account for the
uncertainties in the stellar mass. These uncertainties could bias
our estimate of the high-mass end (Caputi et al. 2011). Since the
galaxy density exponentially decreases towards massive galax-
ies, errors in the stellar mass scatters more galaxies into the mas-
sive end than the reverse (Eddington 1913). Our procedure to
avoid this bias is detailed in Appendix A. First, we find that the
stellar mass uncertainties are well characterised by the product
of a Lorentzian distribution L(x) = !

2"
1

( !2 )2+x2
with ! = 0.04(1+z)

and a Gaussian distribution G with # = 0.5. Then, we convolve
the double Schechter function $ by the stellar mass uncertain-
ties: $convolved = $ " (L#G). Finally, we fit $convolved to the Vmax
non-parametric data. Therefore, the best-fit parameters that we
provide in Table 2 are deconvolved by the expected stellar mass
uncertainties and do not su!er from Eddington bias.

5. Results: Evolution of the Galaxy Stellar Mass
Function and Stellar Mass Density

The galaxy stellar mass functions are computed with a sample of
220,000 galaxies selected at Ks < 24. We keep only the sources
in areas with good image quality, representing an area of 1.52
deg2. We remove the stars and X-ray detected AGNs (Brusa et
al. 2007). Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the galaxy stellar mass
functions for the full sample, the quiescent and the star-forming
populations. The best fit parameters are given in Table 2. In this
Section, we describe our results out to z = 4.

Fig. 6. Galaxy stellar mass function up to z = 4 for the star-
forming population (top panel) and for the quiescent population
(middle panel). Symbols are the same as Figure 5. The bottom
panel shows the percentage of quiescent galaxies as a function
of stellar mass in the same redshift bins.

Fig. 8. Stellar mass density as a function of cosmic time. Black
and red points correspond to the full and quiescent populations,
respectively. The circles correspond to our new results using
UltraVISTA. Solid and open red circles correspond to the two-
colour and sSFR selected quiescent galaxies, respectively. The
green shaded area corresponds to the cosmic SFR compiled by
Behroozi et al. (2012) and integrated over cosmic time as de-
scribed in section 6.1. The dashed line corresponds to the
best fit over the mass density data.

8

Ilbert et al. (2013)

7

Fig. 5.— Stellar mass functions of all galaxies, quiescent galaxies, and star-forming galaxies in di!erent redshift intervals. The
shaded/hatched regions represent the total 1! uncertainties of the maximum-likelihood analysis, including cosmic variance and the er-
rors from photometric uncertainties as derived using the MC realizations. The normalization of the SMF of quiescent galaxies evolves
rapidly with redshift, whereas the normalization for star-forming galaxies evolves relatively slowly. In particular, there is almost no change
at the high-mass end of the star forming SMF, whereas there is clear growth at the high-mass end of the quiescent population. There is
also evidence for evolution of the low-mass end slope for quiescent galaxies. At low-redshift a double Schechter function fit is required to
reproduce the total SMF.

multiwavelength photometry) using a set of models. The
e!ect of photometric uncertainties on the derived zphot
and Mstar is a non-trivial function of color, magnitude,
and redshift caused by a range of data depths in various
bands within the survey.
In order to calculate uncertainties in the SMFs due to

photometric uncertainties we perform 100 Monte Carlo
(MC) realizations of the catalog. Within each realiza-
tion the photometry in the catalog is perturbed using
the measured photometric uncertainties. New zphot and
Mstar are calculated for each galaxy using the perturbed
catalog. The 100 MC catalogs are then used to recalcu-
late the SMFs and the range of values gives an empirical
estimate of the uncertainties in the SMFs due to un-
certainties in Mstar and zphot that propagate from the
photometric uncertainties.
In addition to these zphot and Mstar uncertainties, the

uncertainty from cosmic variance is also included us-
ing the prescriptions of Moster et al. (2011). In Figure
4 we plot the uncertainty in the abundance of galax-
ies with Log(Mstar/M!) = 11.0 due to cosmic variance
as a function of redshift. Cosmic variance is most pro-
nounced at the high-mass end where galaxies are more
clustered, and at low redshift, where the survey volume
is smallest. Also plotted in Figure 4 are the cosmic vari-
ance uncertainties from other NIR surveys such as FIRE-
WORKS (Wuyts et al. 2008), MUYSC (Quadri et al.
2007; Marchesini et al. 2009), NMBS (Whitaker et al.
2011), and the UDS (Williams et al. 2009). These sur-
veys cover areas that are factor of ! 50, 16, 4, and 2
smaller than UltraVISTA, respectively. Figure 4 shows
that the improved area from UltraVISTA o!ers a factor
of 1.5 improvement in the uncertainties in cosmic vari-

ance compared to even the best previous surveys, and
that over the full redshift range the uncertainty from
cosmic variance is ! 8 - 15% at Log(Mstar/M!) = 11.0.
The total uncertainties in the determination of the

SMFs are derived as follows. For the 1/Vmax method,
the total 1! random error in each mass bin is the quadra-
ture sum of the Poisson error, the error from photo-
metric uncertainties as derived using the MC realiza-
tions, and the error due to cosmic variance. For the
maximum-likelihood method, the total 1! random errors
of the Schechter function parameters ", M"

star, and ""

are the quadrature sum of the errors from the maximum-
likelihood analysis, the errors from photometric uncer-
tainties as derived using the MC realizations, and the
error due to cosmic variance (a!ecting only the normal-
ization "").

4. THE STELLAR MASS FUNCTIONS, MASS DENSITIES
AND NUMBER DENSITIES TO Z = 4

4.1. The Stellar Mass Functions

In Figure 5 we plot the best-fit maximum-likelihood
SMFs for the star-forming, quiescent, and combined pop-
ulations of galaxies. Figure 5 illustrates the redshift evo-
lution of the SMFs of the individual populations, which
we discuss in detail in § 5. To better illustrate the relative
contribution of both star-forming and quiescent galaxies
to the combined SMF, in Figure 6 we plot the SMFs de-
rived using the 1/Vmax method (points), as well as the
fits from the maximum-likelihood method (filled regions)
in the same redshift bins. The SMFs of the combined
population are plotted in the top panels, and the SMFs
of the star-forming and quiescent populations are plotted
in the middle panels. Within each of the higher redshift

Muzzin et al. (2013)

COSMOS

UltraVISTA 

UKIDSS / UDS 
KC et al. (2011)



 Are we missing massive galaxies to z~5?

UltraVISTA 
(ultra-deep)
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 The GSMF up to z~6-7 - intermediate stellar masses

Grazian et al. (2015)

Duncan et al. (2014)

CANDELS

18 K Duncan et al.

Figure 11. Comparison of the observed galaxy stellar mass functions in this work with theoretical model predictions at z ⇥ 4, 5 and 6.
We show the semi-analytic models of Croton et al. (2006), Somerville et al. (2008) and Lu et al. (2011), using the error convolved stellar
mass functions as outlined in Lu et al. (2013). The dashed purple line shows the results from the hydrodynamical simulations of Davé
et al. (2013).

Figure 12. Observed stellar mass densities (for M > 108 M⇤).
All literature values have been converted to a Chabrier/Kroupa
IMF as appropriate. The grey regions at z ⇥ 4, 5, 6 and 7 show the
range in stellar mass density traced by the luminosity function-
based mass functions described in Section 5.4, the lower and upper
limits correspond to 0.2 and 0.5 dex of scatter in the applied mass-
to-light ratios respectively.

(González et al. 2011; Lee et al. 2012; Stark et al. 2013),
we find a SMD less than that of Santini et al. (2012) and
comparable to that of some of the other photometric red-
shift selected samples (Pérez González et al. 2008; March-
esini et al. 2009). As could be inferred from the stellar mass
functions, the stellar mass densities of Davé et al. (2013)
underpredict observed SMD at z ⇤ 5 and z ⇤ 6 but shows
a good agreement at z ⇤ 4. Similarly, the range of densi-
ties covered by our luminosity based mass functions (grey
regions) are significantly lower than the directly observed
SMD in all redshift bins apart from z ⇤ 4.

5.6 Star Formation Rates

5.6.1 Specific star formation rates

Earlier observations of the sSFR evolution at z > 3, with
mass estimates excluding the e�ects of nebular emission,
showed the sSFR at a fixed mass remained roughly con-
stant at ⇤ 2 Gyr�1 with increasing redshift (Stark et al.
2009; González et al. 2010; Bouwens et al. 2012a). Such a
plateau in the sSFR evolution was at odds with most plau-
sible models of galaxy evolution (as explored by Weinmann
et al. 2011).

However, it has since been shown that the inclusion of
nebular emission in stellar mass estimates at high-redshift
has a significant e�ect on the redshift evolution of the spe-
cific star formation rate (sSFR) (Schaerer & de Barros 2009,
2010; Stark et al. 2013; González et al. 2014). By lowering
the measured mass for a fixed star formation rate, the in-
clusion of nebular emission results in a higher sSFR pro-
portional to the strength (or e�ect on the estimated stellar
mass) of the emission lines.

In Figure 13, we show our results for the sSFR (when
using SFRMadau) in a stellar mass bin at log10(M/M⇤) =
9.7±0.3 alongside previous observations at z > 2. We find an
average sSFR of 2.32±0.08, 2.94±0.20, 4.21±0.54 and 6.2±
2.5 Gyr�1 for z ⇤ 4, 5, 6 and 7 respectively. Our observations
show a clear trend in increasing sSFR with redshift in the
redshift range 4 � z � 7. The observed sSFR are in very
good agreement with those of González et al. (2014) but are
systematically lower than those of Stark et al. (2013) over
the same redshift range. However, as noted in Stark et al.
(2013), the introduction of 0.5 dex of intrinsic scatter to
the log10M⇥�MUV used when estimating their sSFR would
result in a reduction of 2.8⇥ at z ⇤ 4. Such a large intrinsic
scatter would be fully consistent with the log10M⇥ � MUV

relations and stellar mass functions observed in this paper.
Taking this o�set into account, the increasing consensus in
the observed sSFR at high redshift is encouraging.

Performing a simple best fit to our observed sSFR across
all four redshift bins, weighted to the measured scatter, gives
sSFR ⌅ (1 + z)2.06±0.25 (black dotted line). This trend is

c� 2013 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–28

Grazian et al.: The high-z stellar mass function in CANDELS

Fig. 6. The stellar mass function of galaxies at 3.5 ! z ! 7.5 in the CANDELS UDS and GOODS-South fields (blue filled and open circles).
The masses are derived using the BC03 libraries with exponentially-declining star-formation histories, and without any contribution from nebular
lines or continuum. AGN were not included in the present sample. The dotted lines indicate the GSMF at z = 0.6 in the UDS and GOODS-
South fields. The dark-green pentagons show the mass function derived by González et al. (2011) (G11), while the cyan stars indicate the result of
Caputi et al. (2011) (C11), which was obtained with a di!erent stellar library (Bruzual (2007)) that includes a stronger contribution from TP-AGB
stars. The black triangles are from Pérez-González et al. (2008) (PG08), the red (empty and filled) squares from Marchesini et al. (2009) (M09)
and Marchesini et al. (2010) (M10), respectively. The magenta points are the GSMF of Santini et al. (2012a) (S12). The grey circles come from
Fontana et al. (2006) (F06) while the magenta triangles are from Stark et al. (2009) (S09). The red and green dashed lines show the best fit GSMFs
of Lee et al. (2012) (L12) and Duncan et al. (2014) (D14), respectively. The solid continuous curves show the Schechter function derived through
a parametric STY Maximum Likelihood fit.

their primary galaxy selection in the i775 and z850 ACS bands
respectively (sampling the UV rest-frame wavelengths at z " 4).

Although we are using deeper WFC3/IR data, the
González et al. (2011) GSMFs extend to lower masses than
our mass function determinations. This is because the
González et al. (2011) GSMF estimate is based on the UV lu-
minosity function, rather than on a directly mass-selected sam-
ple. In the next section we will discuss these di!erences in more
detail, and will also investigate the nature of the galaxies at the
high-mass end and the relation between mass and UV light.

At z " 5 the number of available GSMF is much smaller,
and the general agreement improves. We suspect that this is
due to the fact that, in general, the surveys adopted to estimate
the GSMF at extreme redshifts are of superior quality, and that
the strong signature provided by the IGM absorption makes the
photo-z more robust in this redshift range. The main discrep-

ancy is found again with the Caputi et al. (2011) GSMF at z # 5,
and again we suspect that the di!erent selection criterion may
have played a role. At z # 7 our GSMF slightly di!ers from the
Duncan et al. (2014) one at M $ 3%1010 M&, but this can be due
to the low number statistics of the adopted samples. Nonetheless,
it is worth noting that the GSMFs at z " 5 shown in Fig.6
(by Stark et al. (2009), González et al. (2011), Lee et al. (2012),
Duncan et al. (2014)) have been derived from similar photomet-
ric databases (including the GOODS-South field), so the cosmic
variance scatter may not be a dominant e!ect in this case.

5.2. The Mass-to-light ratio of galaxies at z " 3.5

As already mentioned, most previous attempts to derive the
GSMF at very high redshift (z > 3) have been carried out
through the conversion of rest-frame UV light into masses
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See also Mortlock et al. (2011), Santini et al. (2012), etc.



 Emerging trends

*  There is a significant evolution in the GSMF from z~6-7 down to z~2-3

Mainly number density evolution

* Characteristic slope () is significantly higher at z>2-3 than z=0-1

General consensus, although values not as high 
as initially thought

* The cosmic stellar mass density rises from ~ a few % (z=6) to ~40% (z=2)

Stellar mass assembly was very efficient overall 
over period elapsed at 2<z<6



  Outstanding Problems

homogeneous analysis of further surveys necessary to constraint galaxy models 

* Strong assumptions (metallicities, IMF) - don’t lead to disagreements, but still there

* Still significant differences in GSMF results at z>5:  cosmic variance + other issues

*  The importance of TP-AGB stars in the rest near-IR 

✓ zphot uncertainties  

✓ different methods to derive stellar masses 

not so important as once thought?  

See Maraston et al. (2006), but also Kriek et al. (2008), Zibetti et al. (2013) 



 The effect of emission lines

Emission lines can affect stellar mass determinations of high-z galaxies 

However, importance depends strongly on galaxy colour 
S. de Barros et al.: Impact of nebular emission at high redshift

good accuracy, which is consistent with typical values found in
other studies (Wuyts et al. 2009; Hildebrandt et al. 2010).

Combining the results of the DEC, DEC+NEB+Ly↵, and
DEC+NEB models, we find 20 objects among all samples,
whose median photometric redshifts are inconsistent with the
spectroscopic redshift within the 68% confidence limit. The
GOODS MUSIC catalog provides quality flags for the spectro-
scopic redshift; among the objects with inconsistent redshifts,
six are very good, three good, six uncertain, and five unreliable
spectroscopic redshifts, leading to an estimated 5–11% of out-
liers in our samples. We also obtain objects with large error bars,
which is due to a double-peaked redshift probability distribution
function with maxima at low and high redshift.

To eliminate low redshift contaminants and to have the most
reliable sample at each redshift, we proceed with a conservative
cut: for U, B, V and i-dropouts, we take a lower limit for the
median photometric redshift of z > 2, z > 3, z > 4, and z > 5
respectively, as derived from the DEC, DEC+NEB+Ly↵, and
DEC+NEB models. We obtain 389 (⇠ 88%), 705 (⇠ 82%), 199
(⇠ 72%) and 60 (⇠ 91%) objects (Figure 2) respectively. Similar
criteria applied with REF models leads to larger samples (5 to
13%) and with RIS models to similar samples with a maximum
variation of 4%. We notice that there is a significant overlap be-
tween the U and B dropout with 96 objects in both samples, with
this final selection.

Table 1 shows the median redshifts and 68% confidence lim-
its for REF, DEC, and RIS model. Accounting for nebular emis-
sion (+NEB+Ly↵ and +NEB models), median redshifts do not
vary more 0.1.

Table 1. Median redshift values and 68% confidence limits of
final samples.

REF DEC RIS

U-dropout 3.32+0.25
�0.13 3.33+0.26

�0.14 3.30+0.25
�0.13

B-dropout 3.88+0.41
�0.38 3.79+0.44

�0.39 3.78+0.42
�0.38

V-dropout 4.94+0.51
�0.33 4.81+0.59

�0.23 4.81+0.59
�0.25

i-dropout 6.00+0.48
�0.29 6.00+0.46

�0.32 6.00+0.56
�0.33

4. Results

4.1. Two LBG categories revealed

As this is the first time large samples of LBGs are analysed
with SED fits that include the e↵ects of nebular emission, we
have examined if this leads to better fits and by how much. Our
main result from this comparison is that typically 60–70% of
the galaxies are better fit with nebular emission (option +NEB
or +NEB+Ly↵) than without. That is, �2 values associated with
each SED fit have lower values when our models include nebu-
lar emission. Using the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) with
the sample for which we find better fits with nebular emission
(i.e. 60-70% of the objects), we find that models that includes
nebular emission (+NEB/+NEB+Ly↵) have a relative probabil-
ity to be the best model 5 to 10 times higher than models without
nebular emission, for a given SFH, while these latter models are
about twice as likely as models +NEB/+NEB+Ly↵ for the rest
of the sample (30-40%). Furthermore, models +NEB+Ly↵ have
an increasing probability with redshift to be the best model in
comparison with +NEB models, which is up to 5-10 times more

Fig. 3. 3.6µm-4.5µm colour histogram for a subsample of z
✏ [3.8, 5] objects. In blue, we show objects that are best fit with
nebular emission and in red, we show objects that are best fit
without nebular emission. Both for a decreasing SFH.

likely at z ⇠ 6. This is found independently of the adopted SFH
and for all samples, which is from z ⇠ 3 to 6. In other words, for
⇠35% of the objects, the best fit is found without taking account
of nebular emission. This fraction is independent of properties,
such as the absolute UV magnitude M1500 or the number of filters
available. Furthermore, all SF histories (REF, DEC, RIS model
sets) yield approximately the same percentages (30%-39%), and
all models lead to almost identical samples. That is, an object
identified as a “strong” (“weak”) emitter with one SFH is gen-
erally identified as a “strong” (“weak”) emitter with any other
SFH. Thus, “strong” and “weak” samples are similar at 68% for
U drops and up to 94% for V drops. Finally, this is not only a sta-
tistical property, but the vast majority of objects can be assigned
to such a category.

Since this distinction in two groups is fairly model- and
redshift- independent, there must be a physical explanation for
it. The easiest and most natural explanation is found when con-
sidering a subsample of objects over a restricted redshift inter-
val. Indeed, since H↵ is a strong line at 656.4 nm (rest-frame)
and few strong lines are found longward of it, this line must af-
fect the 3.6-4.5 µm colour for objects between z=3.8 and z=5
(cf. Shim et al. 2011). We therefore selected B-dropout objects
with available 3.6µm and 4.5µm data (excluding non-detections)
and with a median redshift between 3.8 and 5. We obtain a sub-
sample of 303 objects for which again ⇠ 35% of the objects are
best fit when nebular emission is not taken into account. This
should thus be a representative subsample of all galaxies stud-
ied here. Figure 3 shows that the objects best fit with nebular
emission have a systematically bluer 3.6µm-4.5µm colour than
those better fit without nebular e↵ects. This shows that objects
better fit with models which account for nebular emission do in-
deed show strong H↵ emission lines. This is not a trivial finding,
since these models also allow ages/SF histories, where nebular
emission is absent/insignificant. We therefore conclude that the
objects best fit with models accounting for nebular emission (⇠
60–70%) correspond to galaxies with “strong” emission lines,
whereas the rest shows few or no discernible signs of emission
lines (“weak” emission lines). Median H↵ equivalent widths for
these two categories are shown in Table 2.

5

de Barros et al. 
(2014)

de Barros’ talk on Thursday



  The Physics of Galaxy Mass Assembly

✓ galaxy mergers? cold accretion?

We know very little about the physics of stellar mass assembly

✓ importance of gas outflows? (stellar feedback)

needs deep spectroscopy
currently difficult at z>2 

✓ dust-obscured star formation?

needs far-IR data

✓ AGN feedback in massive galaxies

models predict AGN in all 
massive galaxies to quench star 

formation
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FIG. 9.— Left panel: Stellar mass growth histories of galaxies of different masses. Lines shown the amount of stellar mass remaining in central galaxies at the
present day that was in place (in any progenitor galaxy) at a given redshift for our best fit model. Right panel: Amount of stellar mass in the intracluster light
(ICL) remaining at the present day in place at a given redshift. Note that plots for 1015M! halos are not shown as they are nearly identical to those for 1014M!

halos. Shaded regions in both panels shown the one-sigma posterior distribution.
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FIG. 10.— The fraction of stellar mass growth in galaxies due to in situ star
formation (as opposed to growth by galaxy-galaxy mergers) as a function of
halo mass and redshift.

are significantly different than at lower reshifts, with more
stellar mass per unit halo mass. However, concerns about the
reliability of the stellar mass functions at those redshifts (see
§3.1) urge caution in interpreting the physical meaning of this
result.

A useful perspective on these results can be obtained by
considering the historical stellar mass to halo mass ratio of
halos, as shown in Fig. 8. Despite the large systematic un-
certainties, it is clear that halos go through markedly dif-
ferent phases of star formation. This evolution is most ap-
parent for massive halos, as observations have been able to
probe the properties of the progenitor galaxies all the way to
z = 8. Specifically, high-redshift progenitors of today’s bright-
est cluster galaxies (Mh ! 1014M! were relatively efficient in
converting baryons to stars—comparable to the most efficient
galaxies today. However, between redshifts 2 ! 3, their effi-
ciencies peaked, and thereafter they began to form stars less
rapidly than their host halos were accreting dark matter. At
the present day, such galaxies have an integrated star forma-
tion efficiency that is two orders of magnitude less than at
their peak. The picture is less clear for progenitors of lower-
mass galaxies because current observations cannot probe their
progenitors as far back. Nonetheless, their apparent behavior

in Fig. 7 of rising to a peak efficiency and later falling is con-
sistent with all available data.

5.3. Stellar Mass and Intracluster Light Growth Histories
Our model constrains the buildup of stars in the intraclus-

ter light (see definition in §2.4) purely from observational
galaxy data and measurements of the halo-halo merger rate
in simulations (see also Watson et al. 2012 for an alternate
method). In our best-fitting model, only 5% of stellar mass
in mergers for 1014M! halos is allowed to be deposited onto
the central galaxy since z = 1, and only 10% for 1013M! ha-
los. For Milky Way-sized and smaller halos, this number rises
rapidly to 70-80%. Yet, due to the sharply decreasing stellar
mass to halo mass ratio for lower-mass halos, most of the in-
coming stellar mass will be in (rare) major mergers. Central
galaxies are therefore relatively uncontaminated by stars from
smaller recently-merged satellites. At higher redshifts, how-
ever, larger fractions of the stellar mass in merging galaxies
are allowed to be deposited onto the central galaxy.

In Fig. 9, we show the amount of galaxies’ present-day stel-
lar mass and intracluster light (ICL)/halo stars that was in
place at a given redshift. The left-hand panel (stellar mass)
shows that almost all stars in the central galaxy in present-day
cluster-scale halos were in place at z = 2. However, since that
time, a large number of their satellites have been disrupted
into the ICL. Thus, for cluster scale halos, the stellar mass in
the ICL exceeds the stellar mass in the central galaxy by a fac-
tor of 4-5, consistent with observations (e.g., Gonzalez et al.
2005). We note that our model predicts what may seem to be
a large ICL fraction for Milky Way-sized galaxies (1012M!).
However, the Milky Way is a special case. It has not had a ma-
jor merger for ! 10-11 Gyr (Hammer et al. 2007); however,
as noted above, only major mergers can contribute substan-
tially to the ICL. A major merger 11 Gyr ago would have,
however, contributed less than 3% of the present-day stellar
mass of the Milky Way into the ICL; allowing for passive
stellar evolution, this would result in less than 2% of the lumi-
nosity of the Milky Way coming from the intrahalo light, in
excellent agreement with observations (Purcell et al. 2007).

Finally, in Fig. 10, we show the inferred fraction of stel-
lar mass growth in galaxies coming from in situ star forma-
tion (as opposed to galaxy-galaxy mergers) as a function of
halo mass and redshift. At all redshifts greater than 1, the
vast majority of stellar mass growth is from star formation,

Behroozi et al. (2013)



  Stellar mass - metallicity relation 
25

Fig. 13.— ISM metallicity as a function of stellar mass at z = 0, 1, 2, and 3 predicted by the SAMs. The green line denotes the prediction
of the Croton model, the blue line denotes the prediction of the Somerville model, and the error bars on them show the 1-! scatter of the
model galaxy samples. The dark and light red bands encompass 67% and 95% predictive posterior regions of the Lu model. The black
dashed lines in each panel are the observational results of Tremonti et al. (2004) for z = 0.07, Savaglio et al. (2005) for z = 0.7, Erb et al.
(2006) for z = 2.2, and Maiolino et al. (2008) for z ! 3" 4.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We have used three independently developed semi-
analytic models (SAMs), the Croton model, which is
similar to the one presented in Croton et al. (2006),
the Somerville model similar to the one presented in
Somerville et al. (2008), and the Lu model updated from
Lu et al. (2011b). Each model has been run on the same
set of merger trees extracted from the Bolshoi simulation
(Klypin et al. 2011). After carefully tuning the models
against the stellar mass function of local galaxies, we
make predictions for the galaxy stellar and cold gas mass
evolution, star formation rate history, metallicities, and
outflow rates of the model galaxies. We compare the
model predictions to understand the impact of the as-
sumptions for star formation and feedback implemented
in those models.
Using hand tuning, we find parameter choices for the

Croton and Somerville models that fit the local stellar
mass function reasonably well after a large number of

trials. Both models, however, still overpredict the low
mass number density somewhat, a common problem with
such techniques. For the Lu model, we have performed
the calibration using MCMC machinery, which allows
us to explore the large parameter space under observa-
tional data constraints in a systematic way. The MCMC
method identifies favored regions in the parameter space,
and randomly selects models from those regions to then
make predictions for the galaxy population. We have
also noticed that, without additional constraints, these
favored regions in the Lu model can be significantly o!-
set from the values of the other SAMs. In particular, the
posterior model for SN feedback outflows in the Lu model
suggests a very steep halo circular velocity dependence
for the outflow mass-loading factor, OFR/SFR ! V !6

vir .
This scaling is significantly steeper than what is normally
assumed based on energy conserving winds, ! V !2

vir , or
momentum conserving winds, ! V !1

vir .
The steep circular velocity dependence suggests that

Lu et al. (2014)

models cannot reproduce GSMF and other galaxy properties consistently at high z
See also e.g. Cousin et al. (2015)
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 Gas outflows in galaxies up to z~3

Karman et al. (2014)

A&A proofs: manuscript no. Outflows_arxiv_v4

Fig. 12: Comparison of gas outflow velocities derived for galaxies in di!erent studies. Top: Stellar mass versus redshift; middle:
Outflow velocities versus redshift; bottom:Outflow velocities versus stellar mass. In the two lower plots, the y-axis is inverted, and a
negative velocity indicates gas flowing towards us, i.e. outflows. Circles correspond to individual galaxies, squares to average mea-
surements in composite spectra, triangles to measurements of a shift between emission and absorption lines in individual galaxies,
and the star-like symbols to the results in this work. The two diamond symbols are subsamples of Bradshaw et al. (2013) containing
only SF galaxies. We note that the two highest outflow velocities from Rupke et al. (2005b) (! 5000 km s"1 and ! 10000 km s"1)
are out of range in our plots.

Article number, page 14 of 18

evidence of galaxy outflows still scarce to constrain galaxy models



 Outline

  Prospects for JWST & Euclid

    Stellar mass assembly at z>2:  a brief intro

Key questions and context

    A (non-exhaustive) review of results with the latest near-/mid-IR galaxy surveys

Emerging trends and limitations



 The James Webb Space Telescope

Launch due in 2018 

Primary mirror ø = 6.5 m

The JWST will be *the* telescope 
to discover the first galaxies, 

and the building blocks of massive 
galaxies at high z

4 instruments on board:
 MIRI, NIRCam, 
NIRSpec, NIRISS

Integrated Science 
Instrument Module 

testing to be completed 
at the end of this year

Credit: NASA, Chris Gunn



  JWST science -- example 1
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  JWST science -- example 2
z=7  --  M~3x10   Msun
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bulk of galaxy 
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z>7

MIRI crucial
to constrain old 

stellar populations 
and stellar masses

We only see this 
today



  ESA/NASA JWST conference

ESTEC, Noordwijk - 12-16 October 2015



 Euclid science 

Talk this morning by A. Cimatti

✓ ultimate statistics (all sky!)

✓ deep survey:  40 x UltraVISTA

✓ spectroscopic redshifts

A high precision era for stellar mass assembly



  Summary

❖  JWST and Euclid --  wait for them:  it is worth it !
     JWST: finding the building blocks of massive galaxies & physics of stellar mass assembly
     Euclid: the ultimate probe of galaxy stellar mass assembly to z~2-3
 

❖ Good constraints to GSMF up to z~5, and first constraints at higher z 

     Emerging trends:                                    Limitations:
    - mainly density evolution                         - zphot/Mst uncertainties
    - increasing slope                                   - systematic effects
    - ~40% STMD at 2<z<6                        - galaxy models at near-IR

❖  The physics of galaxy stellar mass assembly is still very poorly known
     resolving galaxies with good S/N at z>3 currently challenging >> JWST & ALMA



Thanks!



  Stellar mass - size relation 

van der Wel et al. (2014)

constant slopes suggest SF quenching/end 
mass assembly lead to universal relation

8 Size-Mass Relation from CANDELS/3D-HST
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Figure 5. Size-stellar mass distribution of late- and early-type galaxies (same symbols as in Figure 2). A typical 1� error bar for individual
objects in the higher-redshift bins is shown in the bottom-right panel. The lines indicate model fits to the early- and late-type galaxies as
described in Section 3.1. The dashed lines, which are identical in each panel, represent the model fits to the galaxies at redshifts 0 < z < 0.5.
The solid lines represent fits to the higher-redshift samples. The mass ranges used in the fits are indicated by the extent of the lines in
the horizontal direction. Strong evolution in the intercept of the size-mass relation is seen for early-type galaxies and moderate evolution
is seen for the late-type galaxies (also see Figure 6). There is no significant evidence for evolution in the slope (also see Figure 6). The
parameters of the fits shown here are given in Table 1.

because of our conservative sample selection (see Section
2.4) we are not biased against faint, large objects.
The uncertainty in size, � logR

e↵

, is computed as out-
lined by van der Wel et al. (2012). A random uncertainty
of 0.15 dex in m⇤ is included in our analysis by treating
it as an additional source of uncertainty in R

e↵

: for a
size-mass relation with a given slope, an o↵set in m⇤
translates into an o↵set in R

e↵

. Hence, the calculation
of P stays one-dimensional. The fiducial slopes we use
to convert � logR

e↵

into �m⇤ are ↵ = 0.7 for early-type
galaxies and ↵ = 0.2 for late-type galaxies.
We also take into account the misclassification of early-

and late-type galaxies. Despite the bimodal distribution
in the color-color diagram (Section 2.4; Figure 1), there
are galaxies in the region between the star-forming and
quiescent sequences, making their classification rather
arbitrary and causing cross-contamination of the two
classes (also see Holden et al. 2012). Motivated by this
work, we take this misclassification probability to be
10%. We will comment on the e↵ects of varying this
parameter below, when we describe the fitting results.
The misclassification probability precisely corresponds

to the early- and late-type contamination fractions in a
sample in cases where the two sub-samples have an equal
number of galaxies. The actual contamination fraction
scales with the early-, and late-type fractions, which de-
pend on galaxy mass and redshift. The evolution of the
stellar mass function for the two types is described by

Muzzin et al. (2013), which we use here to compute this
ratio. We also allow for 1% of outliers: these are objects
that are not part of the galaxy population, for example,
catastrophic redshift estimates or misclassified stars. Fi-
nally, in order to avoid being dominated by the large
number of low-mass galaxies, we also assign a weight to
each galaxy thatq is inversely proportional to the number
density. This ensures that each mass range carries equal
weight in the fit. The number density is taken from the
Muzzin et al. (2013) mass functions.
Then, we compute the total likelihood for a set of six

model parameters (intercept A, slope ↵, and intrinsic
scatter �

logReff
, each for both types of galaxies):

L
ET

=
X

ln
h
W ·

⇣
(1�C) ·P

ET

+C ·P
LT

+0.01
⌘i

(5)

for early-type galaxies, and

L
LT

=
X

ln
h
W ·

⇣
(1�C) ·P

LT

+C ·P
ET

+0.01
⌘i

(6)

for late-type galaxies, where W is the weight and C is
the contamination fraction, both of which are a function
of redshift and mass. The best-fitting parameters are
identified by finding the model with the maximum total
likelihood, L = L

ET

+ L
LT

.
For the late types, we fit all galaxies with M⇤ > 3 ⇥

109 M�; this limit provides a good dynamic range of
two orders of magnitude in mass and exceeds the mass

?
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Figure 14. Galaxy scale radius as a function of stellar mass for
di↵erent redshift bins. The colour map gives the cold gas fraction.

We show the SFE of galaxies on the stellar mass–SFR and
stellar mass–size diagrams in Figures 16 and 17.

We find that galaxy SFEs increase with increasing SFR
and decrease with time. The SFE of galaxies that populate
the upper envelope in the stellar mass–SFR relation changes
as a function of stellar mass. At high stellar masses, galaxies
are more than twice as e�cient in forming stars out of their
gas reservoirs than at low stellar masses (Juneau et al. 2005;
Caputi et al. 2006). This shows that the position of a galaxy
on the stellar mass–SFR plane is being driven by the amount
of cold gas available and by the ability of the gas to form
molecules and stars. The group of galaxies with low SFRs
at high stellar masses is more than twice as ine�cient in
forming stars than their counterparts with the same stellar

Figure 15. Galaxy scale radius as a function of stellar mass for
di↵erent redshift bins. The colour map gives the molecular frac-
tion of the cold gas. At fixed stellar mass more compact galaxies
have higher molecular fractions.

mass that are actively forming stars. Overall, the SFE of
galaxies decreases with time.

The SFE of galaxies decreases with increasing scale ra-
dius. This is especially clear for galaxies with low stellar
mass, but is also apparent for the most massive galaxies in
our sample. This result is in good agreement with our find-
ings in Figure 15. Compact galaxies have higher molecular
fractions and are therefore more e�cient at forming stars.
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